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NEW MUSIC COMPOSITION PROGRAM TO BEGIN
AT UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA DEPT. OF DRAMA/DANCE
MISSOULA The University of Montana's Deparment of Drama/Dance and the Department
of Music have collaborated to introduce a new Composition for Theairc Program.
Developed by drama Professor Rolland Meinholtz and music Professor Don
Johnston, the program will enable students to create original music for
drama/dance productions.
One such composition has already been developed, and two more are under
way.

Perry Landes composed music for the recent production of The Cherry

Orchard.

Sylvia Imeson is composing music for Meinholtz original play, The

Escapades of Don Juan, and Dan Wood will provide the original score for
Endgame.
The idea for an original score to become part of an existing play is
adapted from Europe.

Meinholtz saw the Royal Shakespeare Company's productions

of Life Is a Dream and Measure for Measure using original musical scores and
was impressed with the way the music underscored and heightened the action on
stage.
"Composing for the theater," says Meinholtz, "provides UM student
composers an ideal format for handling compositions of a manageable Length, is
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an opportunity to utilize extremely varied instrumentation in small ensemble
and provides freouent public exposure."
Meinholtz and Johnston hope to expand opportunities for students by
bringing in professional theater companies such ns the Royal Shakespeare
Company.

Students would work with professional composers who would also

critique their work.

In addition, students would be able to view videos of

professional theater productions using original music.
For further information about the Composing for Theatre Program, call
243-6809.

